Empower your data. Visualise with dashboards. Simplify your project.

Step into the future of Environmental Data Management with the Envirocoms platform.
The Envirocoms platform is:

- A cloud-hosted data management tool
- Fast and easy to configure project dashboards
- Flexible - record and collect from multiple inputs
- Integrates live video and imagery with your data
- Built-in alerts and notification functions
- Software-As-A-Service

Benefits of the Envirocoms Platform

- **One Platform** — all your projects data in one place, one log-in, multiple users
- **Easy Set up** — easy online set-up, search for your sensors or data device, connect and go
- **Efficiency with Alerts** — data is constantly checked and triggers customised alerts based on your business rules
- **Access on Any Device** — cloud based platform accessed on any device from any online location
- **Real-Time Results** — real-time data and video integrated dashboards provides actionable information & results
- **Data agnostic** — from weather or other information service providers, any data set

**Typical applications**

Environmental Engineering · Mining · Oil & Gas · Road & Rail · Energy · Utilities · City Councils

envirocoms.com